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of the traditions concerning abu016b yazu012bd basu1e6du0101mu012b this rivalry may reflect the fact that u1e34ara

disciple of abu016b yazu012bd or rather as an abu016b yazu012bd redivivus many of his sayings are indeed reminiscen

u1e34araqu0101nu012b biographies make it a point to show that his sufi master was the u201cspiritualityu201d of abu

relationship of a disciple to his immaterial master by virtue of this relationship u1e34araqu0101nu012b figures in the sp

order as the link between abu016b yazu012bd d 261 874 or earlier and abu016b u02bfalu012b fu0101rmadu012b d 477

sohravardu012b traces u1e34araqu0101nu012bu2019s and u0100molu012bu2019s spiritual descent via u1e24allu0101

to the esoteric u1e35osravu0101nu012byu016bn of pre islamic iran which is of course not to be taken in the sense of an

identification of any concrete disciple master relationship was perhaps not as important to u1e34araqu0101nu012b him

to have tended toward the malu0101matu012bya tradition of khorasan and his habit of calling himself u01f0ovu0101nm

seem to indicate that he had no great respect for institutionalized sufism in fact he made it quite clear that he had no m
a real sufi meant to be free in the deepest sense i e not to be attached to u201cbeing thereu201d at all
Basically he followed the way of classical islamic asceticism he frequently called attention to the imminence
of death and the last day and he emphasized the virtue of weeping his feeling for manu2019s radical
inadequacy vis u00e0 vis god is evident in the following saying u201cthe litany werd less likely dard of the
u01f0ovu0101nmardu0101n is a grief andu016bh greater than the two worlds they want to think of god but
are unable to do it adequately u201d yet this grief was compensated for those able to bear it by a moment of
u201cjoy with god u0161u0101du012b nafas bu0101 u1e24aqq more precious than all divine worship u201d
thus the realization of inadequacy turned into its very opposite and this is where u1e34araqu0101nu012b
meets his great model abu016b yazu012bd recalling abu016b yazu012bdu2019s meu02bfru0101u01f0

experience
he was certain
that he Online]
had made the
ecstatic journey beyond the worlds u201cto the place
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where no creature could follow u201d though he was aware that to travel u201cwith one step from heaven to
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earth and from earth to heavenu201d meant really nothing before godu2019s infinity the experience made
resources.
him conscious of an extraordinary spiritual power of the u01f0ovu0101nmard seeing himself as the axis
U1e34araqu0100nu012a

mundi he felt that his head was the heavenly throne that his feet were beneath the earth and that his two

hands
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west he also
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u201d qou0161ayru012b d 465 1072 and especially
on such different sufi personalities as abu016b sau02bfu012bd
b abiu2019l
u1e34ayr
d 440 1049
abuu2019l
qu0101sem
The light of knowledge
u0646u0648u0631u0627u0644u0639u0644u0648u0645
u02bfabdallu0101h anu1e63u0101ru012b d 481 1089 anu1e63u0101ru012b
considered
u1e34araqu0101nu012b one of the greatest spiritual masters of the time
though he knew him as a man of little formal learning his arabic was reportedly poor and his dicta are often quoted in his local persian dialect to call him an illiterate
village saint is to overstate the point but he was certainly of
humble
Back
tosocial
Toporigin he was married to a woman who is traditionally portrayed as a quarrelsome xanthippe
one of his sons seems to have been murdered under dubious circumstances another one appears after u1e34araqu0101nu012bu2019s death among the followers of
abu016b sau02bfu012bd b abiu2019l u1e34ayr
U1e34araqu0101nu012bu2019s affiliation with organized sufism remains somewhat obscure anu1e63u0101ru012b intimates that abuu2019l u02bfabbu0101s
qau1e63u1e63u0101b u0100molu012b the great sufi teacher of u1e6cabarestu0101n who is known as one of the masters of abu016b sau02bfu012bd regarded
u1e34araqu0101nu012b as his real successor but according to abu016b sau02bfu012bdu2019s family tradition u0100molu012b took a neutral position in a theoretical
dispute between u1e34araqu0101nu012b and abu016b u02bfabdallu0101h du0101stu0101nu012b of basu1e6du0101m d 417 1026 the latter appears also in
u1e34araqu0101nu012b legends as a sort of rival saint since du0101stu0101nu012b was well known as u0161ayu1e35 al mau0161u0101yeu1e35 and learned keeper
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